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1.0

Executive Summary

Pixie Ice Cream Pty Ltd has always been environmental conscious, as 95% of the packaging materials
used are derived from recycled materials or are made from materials that can be recycled.
Pixie Ice Cream Pty Ltd has been involved with the National Packaging Covenant since 2001. This
plan outlines the specific actions the company will undertake to reduce the impact of its packaging
upon the environment over a four year period. Each year the company shall report to the covenant
according to the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) set by the covenant.
The initiatives implemented from the plan will continue to provide environmentally sustainable
development beyond the life of the covenant.

Beth French
Managing Director
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2.0

Pixie Ice Cream Pty Ltd

2.1

Principal Activities and Brands

Pixie Ice Cream Pty Ltd manufactures the Home Ice Cream brand and Darling Downs Ice Cream
Company brand, which account for a portion of the Australian ice cream market. Home Ice Cream and
the Darling Downs Ice Cream Company products includes frozen ice blocks, ice cream tubs, ice
cream desserts, frozen yoghurts and a range of modified products for specific dietary requirements.
3.0
Australian Packaging Covenant
The Australian Packaging Covenant’s objective is to minimise the environmental impacts of
packaging by looking at design, recycling and product stewardship. The emphasis on better packaging
design (which are consistent with the Sustainable Packaging Guidelines), as well as other goals,
3.1

Pixie Ice Cream Pty Ltd Commitment to the Environment

Pixie Ice Cream Pty Ltd has always had the highest regard to protecting the environment, before it had
become fashionable to do so. This has brought about the close working relationship we have with our
suppliers of packaging and raw ingredients in minimising packaging waste (for example Pixie Ice
Cream Pty Ltd reuses re-sealable plastic pails for fruit supplied from Foodpac and for honey from
various honey suppliers). This philosophy has also carried through to Home Ice Cream Pty Ltd, with
the boxes containing the ice blocks being made from recycled paper supplied from Visy Industries and
other board manufacturers; and the selling of ice blocks in bulk pack sizes to reducing packaging
volumes. Where ever possible existing box designs are used for new products. If a new design is
needed then the most efficient use of the pallet space is also investigated in the box design.
Pixie Ice Cream Pty Ltd developed an Environmental Management Plan, in 1998, where the factory
started to recycle packaging waste.
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3.2

Major Achievements Under The Previous Covenant Action Plans

Under the National Packaging Covenants:


The Company installed laser printers on some machines, which eliminate the printing ink used
for the ingredients and nutritional information.



The Company eliminated the use of poly coated paper and reduced the amounts of wax paper
used.



The company increased the amount of cardboard waste it was recycling.



The company started to recycle its used plastic drums and containers.



Adopted and implemented the Environmental Code of Practice for Packaging.



In conjunction with our suppliers the company reduced the ice block wrapper weight by 2%.



In conjunction with our suppliers, the company returns used outer packaging to the packaging
suppliers for reuse.



Home Ice Cream depots commenced recycling of as much cardboard and plastic as possible.



Home Ice Cream depots returned undamaged cardboard Pallet Sheets back to the factory for
reuse.

3.3

Pixie Ice Cream Pty Ltd Commitment to the Australian Packaging Covenant

Pixie Ice Cream Pty Ltd will continue to use the Sustainable Packaging Guidelines as part of its action
plan under the Australian Packaging Covenant, in conjunction with the new Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs).
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Pixie Ice Cream Pty Ltd has a Packaging Material Purchasing Policy, which guides us in the
purchasing of packaging material. “We endeavor, wherever possible providing the safety of the
product is not compromised, to purchase packaging material, which is firstly made up of recycled
material. If recycled material is not available then the material needs to be recyclable. If these two
types of packaging material, or a combination of these two types are not feasible; then and only then
do we only would look at materials, which cannot be recycled”.

We investigate advances in packaging technology, packaging materials and designs which would offer
the least impact with the environment, while still functioning to the same standard required from the
existing packaging.
3.4

Action Plan

During this four-year action plan, we will strive to improve every year on the gains achieved with the
previous years. Thus maintaining the continuous improvement philosophy of the covenant, and
ensuring the sustainable use of our resources. Each year we will review the performance of each
action against its proposed target, and report our results to the covenant.
Appendix 1 contains the updated action plan for the Australian Packaging Covenant.
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Appendix 1 Plan Goals for July 2016 to June 2020
Key Performance
Indicators

Action Plan

Packaging designed
to:
 Avoid or
minimise the use
of materials and
other resources.
 Optimize
recyclability and
recycled content.
 Reduce litter
impacts.

KPI 1
Use Sustainable
Packaging
Guidelines for
design or
procurement of
packaging.

All existing packaging has been assessed or
reviewed to the Sustainable Packaging
Guidelines (see Appendix 2)

A contribution to
improved recovery
of packaging from
households and
away from home
sources.

KPI 3
Recover and
Recycle used
packaging and
other materials.

Packaging
The factory currently recycles cardboard
Covenant
waste from primary and secondary
Officer
packaging. The depots return pallet sheets
with the pallets for reuse. The depots recycle
cardboard and plastic (if available). Due to
the lack of plastic collection facilities the
factory does not recycle plastic with the
exception of: [1] unused clean plastic (tubs,
lids and cups) which are recycled on site and
[2] plastic drums from secondary sources
which are picked up for recycling.

Increased secondary
markets for
recovered packaging
materials.

KPI 4
Proportion of
signatories with
a policy to buy
products made
from recycled
packaging.

The factory has a Packaging Material
Purchasing Policy which covers the buying
of recycled materials (see point 3.3). As we
are producing a food product we are limited
to the type of recycled product we can use.
Currently 79% of our primary cartons are
made totally from recycled cardboard

Performance
Goal
Goal 1
Design –
optimize
packaging to
achieve resource
efficiency and
reduce
environmental
impact without
compromising
product quality
and safety.

Outcomes

Goal 2
Recycling –
The efficient
collection and
recycling of
packaging.

Responsible
Person
Packaging
Covenant
Officer

All new packaging design or procurement of
packaging will be assessed along the
Sustainable Packaging Guidelines
(see Appendix 2)
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Milestones

2014-2015
100% of
existing
packaging
assessed.
100% of
new
packaging
to be
assessed.

Procurement
Officer

11.95
tonnes of
consumer
packaging
collected
for
recycling.

258 tonnes
of recycled
board
used.

Performance
Goal
Goal 3
Product
Stewardship –
a demonstrated
commitment to
product
stewardship.

Key Performance
Indicators

Action Plan

Signatories in the
supply chain
working with others
to improve design
and recycling of
packaging.

KPI 6
Signatories to
have a formal
process for
working with
others to
improve design
and recycling of
packaging.

Continue or develop
new stewardship or
sustainability
initiatives.

KPI 7
Reduce, reuse,
repurpose, or
recycle.

Reduction in Litter.

KPI 8
Reduction in the
number of
packaging items
in the litter
stream.

Our products are designed to be consumed
at home and as such all recyclable items
would be picked up by the kerbside
recycling scheme. Currently 97% of our
packaging is recyclable. Continue to work
with suppliers so that when new advances in
packaging are made, we investigate whether
these advances will aid us as well as lower
our packaging content without exposing our
customers to any harm. Continue to work
with recycling contractors by having no or
minimal contamination of materials.
Currently all ink cartridges from printers /
photocopiers are recycled; all metal from
engineering is sorted and recycled; where
ever possible our own pallets are sent to
suppliers in fulfilling our orders; any pallet
sheets returned with pallets are inspected
and recycled or reused; supply buckets to
some processors to fill with ingredients
(which when emptied are washed and
returned to supplier for refilling); bag
currently used once to store high hygiene
clothing are reused as office bin bags; foam
boxes from suppliers are reused for samples
sent for third party testing. Continue these
actions and look for more opportunities to
use / recycle packing material.
The Factory site is inspected daily and any
litter is disposed in the correct bin.
The Home Ice Cream novelty range is sold
in bulk pack sizes, which reduces the
individual litter items.

Outcomes
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Responsible
Person
Packaging
Covenant
Officer

All Staff

Yardman

Milestones

2014-2015

Appendix 2 Sustainable Packaging Guidelines Review of Packaging For Pixie Ice Cream
As common packaging components are used for different products (i.e. wrappers, boxes, tubs, foils, sleeves, tubes), the Stock Keeping Units (SKUs)
have been grouped into general product types. Currently these 50 groups cover 83 different finished products.
Date:
Product:
Primary Packaging

Secondary Packaging

Reviewed by:
Tube & foil / Box
Cup & wad / Box
Sleeve & wad / Box
Wrapper / Box
None

Tertiary Packaging

Company

Tray / Lid / Box

Outer Box

GMF Boards
Shrink Wrap

Pallet Sheet
Hand Wrap
Pallet Cap
Pallet Wrap

Strategy

Key Questions

Minimise
packaging by
using optimal
combination of
primary,
secondary, and
tertiary
packaging.

Is the package
designed to be
fit for purpose,
but not over
packaged?

Guidelines

Minimise
Usage.

SKU Code:
Tub / Lid

Has this
been
considered

If yes- then
outcome.
If no- then reason.

Has the
package been
designed to use
the minimum
amount of
material to suit
the required
level of
functionality?
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Documentation,
evidence

Actions to
address

Company

Strategy

Key Questions

Packaging
designed to use
renewable and /
or recyclable
materials.

Are the
materials from
renewable
sources and are
they harvested
using
sustainable
farming or
forestry
practices?

Guidelines

Use
renewable
or
recyclable
materials.

Has this
been
considered

If yes- then
outcome.
If no- then reason.

What is the
potential for
incorporating
recyclable
materials?

Use
recycled
materials.

Packaging
should
maximize the
use of recycled
material
providing it is
not detrimental
to the packaged
product.

What is the
amount of
recycled
content in the
Primary,
Secondary and
Tertiary
packaging?
Can more
recycled
content be
used?
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Documentation,
evidence

Actions to
address

Company

Strategy

Key Questions

Guidelines

Has this
been
considered

If yes- then
outcome.
If no- then reason.

Minimise
risks with
potentially
toxic and
hazardous
materials.

The packaging
should be
assessed for
potentially toxic
or hazardous
substances and
any risk is to be
reduced
accordingly.
Design for The packaging
transport. should be
designed to
maximize the
efficiency of
transport.

Does the
packaging meet
Australian or
international
standards
concerning
toxic and
harmful
substances?
Can the
distribution
packaging be
reduced or
eliminated?
How efficient
is the pallet
configuration,
and can it be
improved?
Design for Need to
Is any part of
reuse.
consider
the packaging
whether reuse is material
practical and
reusable
environmentally without risk to
beneficial.
the product or
consumer?
Can the
packaging be
made to be
reusable, then
how many
reuses before
this is not
possible?
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Documentation,
evidence

Actions to
address

Company

Strategy

Key Questions

Guidelines

Design for Packaging
recovery.
should
maximize
recovery and
recycling at
end-of-life,
avoiding
contamination
from other
components.

Design for Any package
Litter
that tends to be
reduction. found in the
litter stream
needs to be
designed to
reduce the
likelihood of it
becoming litter.

Has this
been
considered

If yes- then
outcome.
If no- then reason.

How much of
the package is
recyclable?
Any problems
in recycling the
various
materials?
Is the package
clearly labeled
to encourage
consumers to
recycle and are
the rigid
plastics marked
with the
identification
code?
Is the package
likely to be
consumed
away from
home and thus
have a
tendency to
become litter?
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Documentation,
evidence

Actions to
address

